CustomDiscGolfDyes.com
Dye Your Discs At Home!
What you need
1. A Bucket, Large Pot or Sink
2. A Plastic Cup or Glass
3. A Small Paint Brush
4. Disc Golf Dye
5. Rubbing Alcohol
6. Nail Polish Remover (Acetone)
7. A Towel / Paper Towels
Dyeing Steps (Total Time is less than 10 minutes)
1.

Fill a large bucket/pot with clean water. Make sure it’s deep enough to completely submerge a disc. (or
you can use a sink with warm running water)

2. Remove the stamp from the disc with Nail Polish Remover (Acetone).
TIP: White Star Line Discs are the best for dyeing, then Pro Line and then Champion. Dyeing a colored disc
(e.g. blue dye on a red disc) may produce inconsistent results.
3.

Clean and Dry the disc.

4.

Carefully remove the stencil from the sheet using the clear masking tape. Start with a corner and gently
pull the clear masking tape (with the stencil attached) off the sheet.
TIP: GO SLOW! If any of the vinyl appears (or begins) to be left behind on the sheet, carefully roll the clear
masking tape back onto the sheet, press down on the vinyl through the masking tape and then continue
removing the clear masking tape.
5.

Place the CustomDiscGolfDyes.com Stencil on the disc. Be sure to push down on all the edges and
remove all bubbles that are near the artwork!!!
TIP: Do not tuck the vinyl edges under the disc! Let the edges lay flat so that any excess dye runs off and
away from the disc.
6.

Shake the Disc Golf Dye really well… then in a cup, mix the Disc Golf Dye and 91% Isopropyl Alcohol
together. 2/3 Disc Golf Dye & 1/3 Alcohol. MIX WELL AND STIR CONTINUOUSLY DURING THE
DYEING PROCESS (the dye and alcohol will try to seperate).

7.

With a fine paintbrush, paint the mixed solution on top of your disc. You don’t need much, but apply
several/many coats. Approximately one coat every 20-30 seconds or so.
TIP: For faster results, keep a paper towel handy and wipe and clear dye between coats. Repeat quickly
and as needed.
8.

When you think the dye is dark enough; take the disc and fully submerge it in the bucket of cold water.
Dunk it several times and use your hands/rag to wipe off the dye. (Or use running water)
TIP: Wipe the disc gently and be sure to not scuff the vinyl – you may want to apply another coat of dye.
9.

Inspect the disc. If you want to deepen the color and/or add additional colors – completely dry the disc
and repeat these steps.
TIP: Be sure to press down on all the edges and bubbles before re-dyeing the disc.
10. When your disc is finished – tear off the stencil and dry it. Tweezers are useful.
TIP: It helps to use running HOT water when tearing off the vinyl… It not only loosens the vinyl BUT
DOES NOT CAUSE THE DYE TO BLEED.
TIP: Clean the disc with dish soap and warm water to make sure all the dye has been removed from
the surface of the disc and/or on any sticky adhesive left behind.
TIP: If there is ‘sticky’ adhesive residue left behind on the disc; CAREFULLY rub it clean using isopropyl
alcohol and soap & warm water.

